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Abstract :

In this review we look into the recent understanding of

mesons, baryons and nuclei as few Quark bound states within the frame-

work of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In particular, we have reviewed

our understanding of the nature of confining interaction, the spin —

dependence of colour forces and the role of non-perturbative effects in

the study of quark forces in the potential model approach. We also give

a comparative study of results obtained by several potential models with

reference to the experimental data. We find that although the Lorentz

nature of confinement and thB nature of spin"dependent colour forces

have been better understood now, only a partial understanding of these

problems are obtained so far. Our study reveals that properties of

baryons could be explained by the same potential models which

successfully describe the mesons. However the nuclei require chiral

symmetry and non-perturbative methods for their description. We also

discuss the relation between constitutent, current and dynamical quark

masses. We conclude that QCD motivated approaches have shown much

success in explaining many results on hadronic and nuclear data.
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Quarks are recognized today as being among the elementary

particles of which the matter is composed [13. The theory of force

between quarks is given by quantum chromadynaroics (QCD) t23. QCD has

the feature called asymptotic freedom L31 characteristic of a

non-abelian theory which suggests that quarks are free in the high

energy limit. Another feature of quark forces is coloui—confinement C4]

according to which quarks and gluons cannot come out of hadrons and

hence all observable states Are colour singlets. The coupling constant

becomes large when quarks are far apart. Hence non—perturbative methods

are ideal for the study of quark confinement. Since the binding farce

between quarks cannot be derived from QCD, the non—relativistic poten-

tial models [53 give an intuitive approach to the understanding of the

nature of confining forces within the QCD framework and to the study of

hadrons (mesons and baryons) and nuclei in the quark language. In fact,

among the different QCD—inspired phenomenological approaches to decribe

hadron spectra like lattice QCD [63, QCD sum rule C73 and bag models

[S3, the potential models play an important role because of their

predictive powers and due to the ease with which one can handle the

problems with such models. The potential models are aesthetically

appealing because of their simplicity. The non—relativistic bound states

are described by Schrodinqer equation and the relativistic bound states

are given by Bethe-Salpeter equation [9].

It is important to note that the current quark masses are

fairly well understood CIO]. It is important to understand the relations

between constituent quark masses which are usually taken as free

parameters. The quark masses play an important role in the study of

(iv)



hadrons and nuclei.

In the study of mesons we shall consider different types of

potential models and examine how far these models can explain the

different aspects of the data on S-, P- and D-wave quarkonia. The

motivation is to check the validity of individual models with reference

to the experimental data. Further these potential models give an

indirect support to the validity of QCD as the theory of strong

interaction, because the short distance one—gluon exchange potential

derived from QCD in association with a confining potential can explain

many -features of quarkonium spectroscooy til] Quite well. However we

shall see that there are some problems in understanding the F-states of

charmonium and bottomoniuns in terms of scalai—exchange kernel. We shall

see that there are other problems too.

Considering baryons, we find that from the historical point of

view the baryons have played a central rale in the development of the

theory of strong interaction. The fractionally charged quark model Q12]

was motivated by the studies with the low-lying baryons. The quark

model was then applied to baryon spectroscopy C13] including static

properties and decays [14, 153. Later on the dynamics of quarks was

better understood by introducing the idea of colour C163. This concept

of colour subsequently led to quantum chromadynamics C17J. The most

impressive tests of quantum chromodynamic quark models CIS. 19] have

been their success of explaining the vast amount of information

available on liqht Quar-k mesons [20] and baryons £21, 22]. The most

widely applied model of this type is the quark potential model CIS, 1?].

Although potential model has been very successful in making quantitative

predictions, it is not well founded in its usual form. Some of the most

prominent flaws of the usual potential models include the approximations as

the use of non-relativistic quark dynamic*, the neglect of gluon

dynamics and the neglect of scale-dependence which is analogous to the

scale-dependence of deep-inelastic structure functions.

Even with these serious flaws, tlie usual quark model works

well because the defects just described above are often hidden in the

choice of the parameters like th» constituent quark mass, the string

tesion and the strong interaction coupling constant a . Probably the

baryon spin-orbit puzzle' i.e. the mysterious absence of spin-orbit

forces of the strength expected in the non-relativistic limit 121-233,

is an example where the flaws of the non-relativistic models become

apparent. This puzzla is explained after correcting the flaws of the

usual nan-relativictic potential models C241.

Nuclei, like hadrons, are also composite systems which appear

in a complicated QCD vacuum. This apparent complexity of the vacuum,

the nucleon and the nuclei poses a great challenge tD the nuclear

physicists. Actually the quark structure of matter is important to

nuclear physicists because the quark structure of proton has a direct

relevance to the behaviour of nuclear matter at chart distances. In

fact, the EMC effect [25] suggests that quarks in nuclei behave diffei—

ently from quarks in free nucleont. The quark effects become clearly

seen at art energy greater than 10 GeV. Thus, the interface of nuclear

and particle physics is the quark structure of natter as described

within the framework of QCD C26J.

Now a fundamental question in nuclear physics is how to obtain

the interaction between two nucleons from the interaction between

quarks. The N-N interaction at low to moderate energies can be well



.pproximated by a potential. This potential conserves leospin to a goad

ipproximatian. However it is found to depend an the total value of

sospin. The potential also contains spin—spin, spin—orbit and tensor

;eras, At relatively large separation between two nucleans (somewhat

preater than 1,4 fm), the potential is approximately given by that

:alculated with ore-pion-ej<change model. At intermediate distances the

lround state central potential is attractive whereas at small distances

:iess than about 0.5 fm), there is a strong repulsion (repulsive core).

There are other aspects of N-N potential which are rather

lifficult to account for in quark model. Bender and Dosch C27] suggest

;hat the short-range repulsive core between two nucleon* arises from the

me—gluon-exchange contribution to the spin—spin interaction between two

luarks which are in a state of parallel spins. The repulsive core >̂o

obtained is a soft core which means that the repulsion is finite a*- the

jrigin. Bender and Dosch also observed that in a potential model the

;oft-core is too small and the* intermediate range attraction is missing

jut with the string jnd bag models they find a larger repulsive core and

Lntermediate attraction. Although a quark model with a plan cloud can

jive the correct long range part of the N-N potential, the problem is

;hat the pion cloud is put in by hand only. On the other hand, Maltman

ind Isgur C28] have given a successful approach using a potential model

jicture where the quark ineractions are approximated by two-body

potentials at all distances.

Unfortunately these potentials as well as other powei—law

potentials at large distances give rise to a power—law Van—der Waals

orce between two nucleons, for which there is no experimental evidence,

taltman and Isgur assume that quark-antiquark pair production at long

listances will suppress the Van-der Haals force. In fact, many body

forces may also play a role in this suppression. At distances greater

than 2 fm, the pions are included explicitly. Thus we find that there

is a good possibility of obtaining the understanding of the interactions

between nucleons in terms of potential models. Interestingly, the

potential models that have been successful in the study of simpler

systems like mesons and baryons have also been tried for the description

of nuclei.

The review is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we introduce

QCD and the QCD-motivated potentials. In chapter 3 we give a short

description of our recent understanding of quark masses and in chapter 4

we discuss how far the various potential models have been successful for

the study of mesons. The chapter 5 gives the potential model

description for baryons whereas in chapter 6 we give the quark potential

model description for nuclei. In chapter 7 we give discussions and

conclusions.
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2. Quantum Chromodynamics CQCD)

2.1. Introducing QCD

Quantum chromadynamics is the underlying non-abelian gauge

theory of the quark forces 123. The QCD Lagrangian density reads

^QCD " Q ( X ) D - M lu oJ
tJV

(x)

where

I and

D = B - lg T a Aa

MM V

a Aa - a Aa + Q/
a b c

(1)

(2)

(3)

SU(N). The second term corresponds to vacuum polarization of transverse

gluon pairs. The third term gives the self energy of the Coulomb field

and is unique to Yang-Mills theories. This term dominates over the

vacuum polarization term. Hence the net result is that the effective

coupling strength decreases as r decreases, a property known as

asymptotic freedom C3J. In covariant gauge, the momentum space

effective coupling constant a <-q ) is defined in terms of both

2 2 2propagators and vertex functions at a Euclidean momentum q = (q - q )

< 0 and for n, quark flavours, we have tZl

as<~q
2)

ln C- (7)

Here A (x) <a = 1,2, .., 8) are massless vector gauge fields. These

transform according to the adjoint representation of local 5U(3) . q(x)

are the quark fields. M is a bare mass matrix. D represents the
o /J

gauge field covariant derivatives. The matrices T are normalized as

where A = [-

and

Ta =

Tr

(4)

% Xb = 2*ab (5>

Now, a very heavy quark and anti—quark separated by a distance r and

lying in a quantum mechanical coloui—singlet state experience, in the

Born approximation, the potential -Cc a /r Q293. Here T*T* = C_ ff!..
' S K 1 K J r 1j

oi = q /4n is the strong coupling constant and C = (N -D/2N for SU(N).

The static potential through one loop is the Coulomb gauge is C29]

v<r> - - C p -i (6)

', where a = gi4*Y4rf is the coupling constant corresponding tD the scale r

= )j (M = dimensionless parameter) and / . /. . = C.O = HO for
acd bed H ab ab

- nf/3) „

2 2The eqn. (7) suggests that as (~q ) » oc , as<- q ) » 0, a proDerty

known as asymptotic freedom.

QCD suggests that the spectrum of observed particles consists

only of colaui—singlet hadrons and the quarks and gluons are confined

within the hatJrons [43. It has not been possible to demonstrate 'confi-

nement' and compute the properties of hadrons starting from the QCD

Lagrangistn. It can be seen that as the distance scale r increases, the

effective coupling increases and perturbation theory breaks down. This

property is known as infrared slavery C43. A treatment of confinement

has been given by Wilson through the lattice strong coupling expansion

for QCD 161. A linear confining potential \/(r) "* ar between quarks

appears naturally because of the fact that the colour electric flux is

quantized on the lattice £&]. The linear potential has been extensively

used in the studies of hadronic spectra C5D.



2.2. Quantum chromodynanic potential models

Quantum chromodynamics represents the colour group SLK3) .
Li

3CD is embedded in the standard model SUI3) x SU(2) x U(l> which has
Li L.

jeen very successful phenomenolagically. Both the' experimentalists as

well as the theoritts believe that QCD is the true theory of strong

interaction, although genuine tests of QCD are still awaited. Several

methods have been adopted for the study of hadrons based on the

essential ideas of asymptotic freedom and infrared slavery of QCD.

These include the potential models [5, 11, 29-48], Bag models [B], QCD

Earn Rules C73 and Lattice QCD ZL1 etc. The phenomena logical potentials,

on the other hand, are based simply on their ability to explain the

experimental data [31, 453. However, before we study the potential

models, we focus our attention to quark mass which has fundamental

importance to the study of mesons, baryons and nuclei.

3. Quark Masses

3.1. Relations among quark masses

There has been a lot of ambiguities in the values of masses

assigned to quarks used in studying the properties af hadrons.

Recently, Elias at al [493 have developed a phenomenological connection

between the constituent quark masses associated with hadrons, the

dynamical quark mass characterizing the chiral non-invariance of the QCD

vacuum and the current quark masses related to current divergences as

well as large momentum transfer events- It had been shown [50] that the

order CXa^) contribution to the pole (m) of the quark propagator in the

presence of bath QCD condensates and the renormalized quark mass fm ) is

given by

> m
m = m [1 +

4irot |<qq> |

3 (m - m ) (m + ro y 3m

eff
m

3m'

Here, if m^ * O (explicitly broken Lagrangian chiral symmetry) the

contribution of an explicit Lagrangian mass term to the propagator pole

(eq(9>) is significantly enhanced by the <F ^v F > dependent coeffi-

cient C513. The current quark mass is identified with m*ff which

includes the gluon condensate enhanced contribution from explicit chiral

symmetry breaking. We choose the constituent quark mass as the

propagator pole (m) and the dynamical quark mass with the propagator

pole for in 1 O. It has been shown C52, 53D from eqn.(9) that there is

a simple relationship between current, constituent and dynamical quark

masses given by

3
IB j • . ^_

(10)
_ + dynamic

constituent current ~5mconstituent

9
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The eq.(lO) has also been obtained from the asymptotic momentum -

dependence of the Bethe-Salpeter solutions to t^e Schwinger-Dyson

equation for the quark propagator C54]. The theoretical value of the

dynamical quark mass C55] generated through <0|:q (>:> q t)j) : |0> is given

by

r 4na (1 GeV) n^
_ __ 290 - 320 MeV (11)

"dynamic

Here a (1 GeV) is taken to be 0.5 and
s

<22S - 250 (12)

which is consistent with QCD sum rule results [56]. Elias et al C493

had studied the meson spectroscopy with constituent quarks in the

framework of naive non-relativistic valence quark model using eqn.(10).

They have found that the current quark mass contributes additively to

the Dion mass as well as to the kaon mass to a good approximation. This

explains why non-relativistic quark model <NRQM) works for pian.

Using a potential model approach to quantum chromodynamics and

taking the masses of ground-state mesons and baryons as input,

Lichtenberg [57] has given lower bounds on the cor ;tituent-quark mass

differences which are

m . - m > 4.1 ± 0.3 MeV
d u

m - iii > 184 ± 4 MeV (13>

m - m > 1180 ± 4 MeV
c s

nv - m > 3343 ± 1O MeV.
b c

Here in is the average mass of the u and d quarks. It has also been

shown L5B] that the relation M^ - M 2 = 0.56 GeV2 for non-self-conjugate

S-wave mesons (where M and M are the masses of the vector and corres-

ponding pseudoscalar mesons respectively) leads to the fallowing

relations among quark masses (c/ table 1)

m + m ss 0.84 GeV

m + m K 2.02 GeV

(14)

(15)

(16)m + m * 5.36 GeV

On the other hand, isospin-violating mass tfifferences and mixing angles

in mesons which arise in part from an intrinsic mass difference between

up and down quarks, have been studied in a relativised quark potential

model [5V]. Although satisfactory results comparable to those of non-

relativistic calculations have been obtained, it is found that the

observed isospin breaking leads to tight constraints on the allowed

values Df constituent quark masses e.g. _.(m + m.) must b€ between 200

300 MeV.

3.2. The mass of top quark

The top quark is supposed to be the heaviest of all the quarks.

However it has so far escaped detection. There exists indirect evidence

for top quark C6O3. The electro-weak high-precision measurements give

the value of the top quark mass til] within the standard model as

mt = 125 to 144 ± 30 GeV < 181 GeV (95V. CL> <17)

If m. is less than 140 to ISO GeV, ever soon the future multi

TeV proton colliders LHC and SSC will produce 10 to 10 top quarks per

year [62], Top quark mass of value 123 GeV has been suggested by

different authors [63]. For a detailed review an tap quark see

ref.C643.

Thus we have found that the three types of quark masses viz.

constituent, current and dynamical quark masses Are related CIO, 65].

The constituent quark massrs satisfy relationsQeqns. (14—16)] similar to

10 11



hose satisfied by the current auark masses C5BJ. Since the too quark

lass is as yet unknown, we do not include tDoonium in our study,

tawever, one is very much optimistic that the top quark will be found

»ery soon, probably with a mass around 123 Gev.

12

4. The Quark Potential Models for Mesons

The potential model consists of a recipe for a potential. In

the QCD motivated approach ideas from QCD are used to motivate its form

in the limits r _» 0 and r —•» a. The farm of the potential at intei—

mediate region is assumed to be the sum of these potentials at r —• 0

and r —* ot. In order to calculate the spin-dependent part of the

potential one has to decide on the Lorentz structure of the potential

i.e. whether it is entirely due to exchange of vector, scalar or any

other type. The Lorentz structure of the confining potential can be

obtained from the data. Although pure scalar confinement t66-68] is a

popular choice, scalai—vector C29,33, 69-73J and pure vector [35, 74]

have also been studied by several authors. Moreover, at intermediate

distances the potential is not understood satisfactorily. Lattice QCD

calculations C753 have given some results L761. In this chapter we

introduce a few potential models only which are commonly employed in

quarkonium spectroscopy. All of these potential models remain valid in

the distance range 0.1 < r < 1 /m.

4.1. Lattice OCD and the form of confining potential

The lattice gauge theory C773 gives a fundamental approach to

quark confinement. In this theory the quarks are supposed to be

confined to points on the lattice. Here the lattice spacing is a free

parameter of the theory. The lattice gauge theory is asymptotically

free in the limit of zero lattice spacing. For sufficiently large

coupling, quarks are confined by a potential V(r) „, r in a two

dimensional gauge theory. Lattice QCD is appropriate in the non-

perturbative regin (i.e. small q ).

4.2. A few potential models

13
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1.2.1. The linear potential model

' The linear potential has been the simplest potential employed

1783 in the study of the charmed meson spectraseopy. There are two

parameters o~f the linear potential model viz. charmed meson mass and the

iotential strength are determined from experimentally observed cc

resonances and -further radial excitations were predicted. In contrast,

5 harmonic oscilltor potential suggests equal spacing between various

excited resonances. Thus it has clearly been of interest to pursue the

linear potential approach since the early studies with potential models.

(4.2.£. One-gluon-exchange plus linear confinement

This model has been extensively used in the description of

hadron spectroscopy. It considers the one—gluon-exchange term motivated

directly from QCD and the confining term motivated by lattice gauge

theory. The central potential V(r) between quark and antjquark is C3O]

can be described in the non-relativistic approximations with

Vtr) = - \ -~
(18)

4 .2 .3 . The De Rujuia-Georgi-Glashow potential model

I

i De Rujula et al [11] in a celebrated paper inerpret the

non-relativistic quark model within quantum chromodynamics. This model

takes into account four flavours of fractionally charged quarks, each in

three colours which couple to massless gauge gluons. Quarks are

confined in colourless hadrons by a long-range SDin-independent force

realizing infrared slavery. Using asymptotic -freedom they argue that

the short range quark-quark interaction may taken to be Coulomb-like.

The basic assumptions in their- model are:

1 (i) the quark motion inside the hadron (excluding the lightest)

2,2v /c correction.

(ii)

<iii)

the quark cjnfining interaction is described by a long-range

potential and is independent of spins as well as masses of the

quarks.

at short distance the asymptotic freedom of SLM3) colour gauge

theory works well.

Effective quark Hami1tonian in colour gauge theory :

The Breit-Fermi Hamiltonian can taken over into the colour

gauge theory by replacing the electromagnetic coupling a - e ,'4n by the

strong coupling constant. The substitution is

i T °s ior q q

a for qqq

(19)

(20)

4 2The factors of - — and - r follows from the SU(3) colour gauge group

couplings and the reqiiremet of colour singlets for hadrons C79]. Now,

the quasi-static Hamiltonian for a bound state of quarks with masses m.

and spins S. is till

p
H = I ( m i + a s . + ••> + L c ? i - ? 2 ' " 5 + I C a Q i Q j + K V s i j + •••

i l i>j

(21 )

The potential L describes the universal quark binding force. we have

<22)

•f for qqq <23)

The Quasi—static Breit—Fermi—Coulomb potential operator S.. is

K = — v for qq

2
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1J

(r.P,)P

i

(r x p . )B . - (r x p .>.!
sj.

i [nj

^ t
Here r = r, - r ..

4.2.4. Instantaneous Bethe—Salpeter approximation

Since a systematic derivation of an effective Hamiltonian for

the lowest order relativistic corrections for eharmonium cannot be given

from first principles, some adhoc hypothesis ar^ to be made. Schnitzer

[80] assumed the following :

(i) after the formation of colour singlets, the Bethe-Salpeter kernel

for the cc system can be approximated by a single dressed ladder,

with an effective abelian gluon propagator in the Feynman gauge

given by

V < q ) " vd<i2> <25)

(ii) in the non-r«lativistic limit, the kernal should be treated in

the instantaneous approximation,

(iii) the effective gJuon-quark vertex, to lowest order in the average

quark velocity v/c is given by

constant (26)

Now, the effective Hamiltonian to leading order in (v/c) can be

straight forwardly obtained from these hypothesis. The static Fourier

transform of d(q > is

T d3r e~
i q' r d(q2) const. V<r>

16

(27)

4. 2. 5 Vacuum polarization corrected potentials

Peggie and Schnitzer CS1] considered vacuum polarization at

long distances for confined heavy quark-antiquark <QQ) pairs. They

argue that the vacuum polarization corrected static confining potential

cannot grow faster than a linear potential at large distances.

In the string model, at large distances splitting of the

string is energetically more favourable rather than their increase in

length indefinitely. In field—theoretical language this means that at

sufficiently large separations vacuum polarization will produce light qq

pairs. This gives partial screening of the QQ potential, and allows the

coupling QQ —» Qq +• Qq, for a light quark q. Hence for a satisfactory

description of QQ spectroscopy, one must also consider the physics of

these couplings, which then implies three important regions in the

problem :

r < (a M)-1

to M) (2m>

r > (2m)-1

(28)

(29)

(30)

Here oi is the QCD fine-structure constant, r is the DQ separation, m is

the light quark constituent mass and M is bound state mass. Poggio and

Schnitzer gave the QQ potential in regions (eqns.(29) and (30)) based on

the effects of vacuum polarization at long distances which is motivated

by field theoric ideas. They gave the potential

V(r) = Ar + B - (3X/2n) (A/m 2) 2 |l-exp [2mr <a/A)1/2]l r"1 (31)

where
-1

A = a [1 + X(3/f7)a/m ] < <32)

and

17



, -1
B = b [1 + X <3/n)a/m ] < b <33)

Barik and Jena C823 gave a unified description of bound light and heavy

quark bound states within a nan-relativistic potential model approach.

The vacuum polarization corrected potential with its confinement part

having approximately equal admixture of vector and scalar- components has

been shown to wort; well. The overall systematic^ of the predictions

based on this potential model for the mesan masses, fine-hyperfine

splittings, leptonic widths, and the Regge slopes are found to be

consistent with the idea that the forces between quarks end antiquarks

do not depend on the quark flavours.

4. 2. 6 Spin-dependent potential model

Schnitzer has given C833 an effective spin-dependent operator

whose expectation values give the experimental ma! s-splittings of the

meson levels. . For any given L this operator is

• i
=.1 2

Here is the usual tensor operator, m are the constituent quark

masses. As a working hypothesis they assume

V fL flavour") = j f l a v D L " ~ independent for a given mesonl
l ̂  ' J [size L and spin type I [

[Average meson size] "• p<edu-ed quark mass]

ard <35)

[Average size for a fixed flavour] " principal auantum number]

In order to apply eqn.(34) to data, these authors chose

typical constituent quark masses as

ii = m. = 330 MeV; m
u d * s

m = 1 . 5 GeV; m

4.2.7. Richardson Potential

500 MeV;

4.9 GeV (36>

Richardson suggested a potential [84] in momentum space with

the concepts of asymptotic freedom and infrared slavery. In momentum

space the potential is

4 12n 1 1

We have for small r,

V(r)

f q In (1 + q2/A2)
(37)

(38)

This model explains the cc and bb mass spectra well.

4.2.8. Buchmuller-Grunberg-Tye CBGT3 type potential

The Richardson model has been improvised by Buchmtlller et al

[85]. Here one starts with the Fourier transformed potential

V fq*~5 — ~ fl£rr/3} ot Co 5/Q (40)
s

The q dependence of p can be obtained from the renormalization group

equation
(41)(Up) = qZdp/dq2

2 •• 2

for the coupling constant p<q ) (q is the momentum transfer q >0) where

p =

We have

flip) = - b p - b p +

with
-1

(42)

<43)

(44)
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>m the knowledge of fti.pl, the potential can he determined completely

)to an integration constant) by integrating the RGE. We have K =

\a ) , where a' is the Regge slope measured in light hadr-on spectro-

ipy. &GT find that for a = 1.0 Gev~ we must have A™* ~ SCO Mev (R5

nadified minimal subtraction scheme) in order that the experimental

ta on quarkonia is reproduced. Abe et al [86] have modified the BGT

ae potential for heavy quarkonia in order that it is consistent with

B smaller values of the scale parameter A ~ in the range 50 - 100 MeV.

is sutdy is also consistent with the experimental mass spectra of y

d Y families and their leptonic decay widths.

3. 9. C5upta-Radfoi d-Repko potential in psrturbative QCD

GuDta et al L87] have derived the fourth order quark-quark and

lark-antiquark potentials in perrturbative QCD. They considered the

in-dependent interaction for self-conjugate and non-self-conjugate

isons. They also considered the Q0 annihilation potential to fourth

der. They assume that QQ and Qq potential can be given by the sum of

eld theoric potential obtained from perturbative QCD and the

lenomenological confining potential representing non-perturbative

:fscts. The Lagranigian density for a system of quark and gluon fields

L = A {a a* -
1!2- Ua ~ a

lere y = quark field, a = gluon field and £

ields. T are N x N matrices which obey the relation

gauge-compensating

[A T-] = i, 2, ...N 2- (46 >

The diagram for the fourth-order quark scattering and the details of

calculations are given elsewhere Q873. Gupta et al have investigated

the cc and bb spectra C88] including fine-hyperfine structures using the

quantum chromodynaroic potential derived by them, supplemented by a

phenomenolDgical long-range confining potential. Excellent results have

been obtained for all energy levuls below the charm and bottom

thresholds as well as their leptonic widths. The complete Hamiltonian

for the quark-antiquark system is given by

H = 2ra +P2/m - P4/4m3 + V <r) + V <r> (47)

P c

The expression for V (r) is very lengthy and is given in the original

literature CSS] The confining part V^iri is

- ^ (48)

This corresponds to a scalar-exchange interaction in the quasi-static

approximation and C is a constant. Later on, Gupta et al [893 have

extended their earlier investigations of the cc, bb and tt spectra to

other quarkonia containing u, d, 5, c and b quarks. They have found

that it is possible to account fully for the observed ground state

hyperfine splittings of light as well as heavy quarkonia, provided the

perturbative quantum chromDdynamic potential is supplemented not only by

the nonperturbative confining potential but also by a nonperturbative

annihilation potential. They start with a Hamiltonian for quark -

antiqu*rk system given by

H = m1+m2 + PZ/2mj+ P2/2m2- r^/Sm
3 - P^/Bm3 + v (r) + V_(r) (49)

where V <r) and V (r) are perturbative and confining potentialsP c

respectively for a quark and an antiquark of different flavours. The
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expression for V (r> is very long and

C89]. is given by

V (r) = Ar - A .22
4 mi m2

given in original literature

(50)

where the confining potential corresponds to a scalar exchange inter-

action in the quasi-static approximation. For a quark and an antiquark

of the same flavour, the perturbative potential consists of a direct

potential and an annihilation potential such that

V (r) = v (r> + V' <r)
P P P (51)

The expression for is very long and is given in the original

reference tB93. V'(r) is given by

- ln2]

The confining potential is

] (5rS2 - *.

V <r) fir -
2m

(52)

(53)

4. 2. 1O. Other QCD-mot1vated potential models

The following are few other QCD inspired potential models for

a perturbative treatment of the spin-dependent relativistic corrections

£51. Celmaster et at C9O3 considered the potential

, _ 4 6n 1
I - C r exp(- r/d) + ar (54)

13hanot and Rudaz E913 used the potential

5 V
C In (r/r )

V =
r < R ]

< r <

r > R,.

(55)

In the other hand, an adhoc regularization of the singularity at r = r

22

in case of Richardson potential at short distances leads to the Indiana

potential [92, 93]

V(r)
(1 - r/r )'

o

- 2n. r In(r/r )
T O

(56)

V(r) vanishes for r =

and a scalar part as

This potential may be split up into a vector

such that V is singular at r = O and V is singular at r

These are given by

(57)

» only.

(58)

V (r) v(r)r — ro

In principle, it is mast promising to assume for the potential in

momentum space a general ansatz which looks like the one obtained from

one gluon exchange viz (a (k l/k') and to obtain its behaviour using

renarmalization group methods. For the short-range part upto next-to-

lowest order perturbation theory [B5, 943 the potential is

4rra C*2'
v(r) «= - i -^ T Jd

3k exp(ik.r) E-
w (2nJ k

(59)

However all these potentials are simDly the variations of the funnel

potential C3O3.

Now we mention about some QCD inspired potential models where

the spin-dependent relativistic corrections are treated non-pertui—

batively. For details of these one can see ref. t51. The 6-function

appears because of the nan-relativistic approximation inherent to the

potential model approach. A very simple-minded solution is the

"smearing" of the £—function C*?5J. This procedure has bean applied to a

funnel-like potential which is improved by an exponential term exp(-r)



C963 given below :

V(r) = — — oi/r — c e«p( —r/d) + k for r < R

V(r) = ar - c exp(-r/c) for r > R

= ar, v - V - V., and R, = (4« / 3 a ) 1 / 2

V <r)

Here

The 6-functian is replaced by C973

1
63<r)

sxp(- r/r )o

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)

An alternative is tD introduce in the Coulomb part of the potential a

factor, like the error function [98] given by

fir) = -2— J exp<-t2tdter

This removes the singularity of the spin-spin interaction

A «r/(r) = _ _ 4 _ _r2j
r

This method has been applied to the funnel potential [99] viz.

V Cr)
v

-R Ar);

and also to its version improved with exp(-r)

V(r) = - T — t>r/U)r) - c exp<~r/d) + k

V(r) = ar - c exp<-r/d)

for r < R,

for r > R.

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

with V = ar and V = V - V . A rather drastic idea is to regularize

Coulomb potential in the form [1013

V oe l/(r + r )
reg o

where r is an arbitrary constant. Here

(6B)

4
3"

(1 - c) + ar (1 - d)

(r + r )*
o

— c + ar'd

The above po-ssidlities C96-1O13 give a non-perturbative treatment of at

least the spin-spin interaction in the Breit-Fermi Mamiltoiian.

Next we discuss about the two-step potential C1023 which reads

as

V(r) = - fl/r for r < B (70J

= - V + Kr for r > B

where

B = J /3/K and V = 2/?/B = 2KB (71)

This model has there free parameters namely f}, K and the auark mass m .
q

The parameters of this model are

ft = 0.63 ; K = 0.247 GeV

m = 1.575 BeV ; rat = 4 .975 GeV
C D

This model has been corrected later by Balic and Ilakovac [1033.

Now, it can be mentioned that the above potential models lead

to very similar potentials in the region of distances of about 0.1 to

1.0 /m. However, the models differ substantially for interquark

separations less than 0.1 /m. Thus the simple non-relativistic

potentials inspired by quantum chromodynamics provide a surprisingly

satisfactory description of hadrons as bound states of quarks. They

allow us to gain some knowledge on the nature of the forces between

quarks.

1.2.11. Phenomenological power-law potentials

In contrast to approaches on hadron spectroscopy inspired by

QCD, one can also use a purely phenomenological method and try to find

the simplest potential which fits the cc and bb spectrum [313. Machacek
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and Tomozowa made attempt in this direction C1O4D. Quigg and Rosner

C1O53 suggested that if level spacings of the cc and bb systems were

same, the potential would be V = c log <r/rQ). It has been proved that

for V = log r, the level spacings are independent of the masses of the

quarks. The experimental data on cc and bb satisfy this condition viz.

Ey(2S) - Ey(lS) a< E <2S) - E (IB) (72)

ThP simplest generalization of the log r Potential is V = A + Br with a

* 0.1 which reproduces * H known levels of J/y and Y systems as well as

, leptonic widths C321. Later,this power-lav* model was modified in order

to include systems containing strange quarks tlObl as

V •• - 8.064 + 6.8698 r
0. 100 (73)

Where the quark mass parameters in GeVs are : mc = 1.8,
 m

b = 5.174 and

m = O.S18

Barik and Jena [1073 described the cc and bb spectra in a

flavoui—independent manner by considering a potential of the farm

V(r) = 6.08 r
0 - 1 0 6

(74)

i Barik and Jena have also shown C1O73 that an effective non-Coulombic

power—law potential generating spin-dependence through scalar and vector

exchanges In almost equal proportions along with a very small or zero

quark anomalous moment can describe well the data on the 1ine-hyperfinc

levels and the leptonic width ratios of the vector mesons in cc and bb

families in a flavnui—independent manner.

4.2.12. Harmonic oscillator potential

\
l The harmonic oscillator potential has beei used for describing
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quark dynamics since the very beginning of the quark model [1OB]. After

the advent of QCD this model has been applied to understand confinement

of quarks within mesons and baryons. The harmonic oscillator potential

model within the framework of relativistic bethe-Salpeter equation has

been studied by Mitra and Collaborators C353 and much success has been

obtained. Since the confining potential cannot be derived from QCD, the

harmonic oscillator alternative is not ruled out. In fact the h.o. model

works nicely for light quarks.

4.2.13. Semi-relativistic potential imdels

Since even the charm quark in charmonium is partly

relativistic, it is important to relativize heavy quark systems

containing charm quark. We consider here several semi-relativistic

mode Is.

A semi-relativistic model of light quark-antiquark pairs,

which is an extension of the phenomenoloaical model of DGG £ 113 is given

by Fulcher CIO?]. This model incorporates significant new relativistic

kinetic energy effects as well as important relativistic corrections to

the potential energy. Here the potential of Gupta, Radford and Repko

CS7, 881 is used to help define the mass parameters. By including the

quark-antiquark annihilation effects for the IS mesons and higher order

spin-spin effects for the 2S mesons, they obtained good agreement with

the experiments.

Quarkonia is studied on the basis of models which are mixtures

of "true" QCD and phenomenolagical treatments of confinement motivated

by QCD. Such models are called soft QCD C39], which have been

successful in their applications to cc and bb families. Godfrey and

Isgur L393 considered all possible relativistic effects including
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tearing, non-locality and momenturn dependent effective potential. They

ive treated all mesons from light to heavy in a unified way. The

amentum dependent potential V(p , r) is a variant of the one-gluon

:change potential plus linear confinement. The modifications are due

) various relativistic effects considered here. We simply mention some

meral observations which are :

<i) A single universal potential motivated by QCD can determine the

'OSS spectra of mesons. Here a strong coupling constant evolving

:cording to the expectation of QCD can give a good fit to all these

<ii) Such a universal potential is passible only when these relati-

Lstic effects are considered,

(iii) The mass and spatial-dependence of the spin-dependent inter-

:tion is given on the basis of correlating correctly the strengths of

<pected spin-dependent interaction with those of spin-independent

Dtentials.

(iv) These results show that qualitatively there is no change in the

ahaviour of mesons as the quark masses decrease. The results on (M .
v'

3>, (Mv
2 - «p

2> , Wv - Mp>, (fTj - Mj) j- Mj) [Hj and Mj are the masses of

.o.g. and P^ state respectively] are shown in tables 2, 3, 4 and 5

Espectively.

Moxhay and Rosner C11O3 have calculated the relativistic

orrections to quarkonia energy levels, electric dipole transition rates

nd have given a consistent description with both electric confinement

nd tensor quark—antiquark" forces at distances beyond that at which

ertucbative QCD should be valid. The masses of the x and xL levels

re given correctly and the transitions Y'"' » Y*. suppressed in same

•n-relativistic models are found to be observed here. These authors

have used the following ansatj for the quark-quark interaction. At

short distances the interaction is of one-gluan-exchange type (y Y^ and

the long distance confinement is given by longitudinal colour electric

field and an adhoc long range tensor force. They have implemented this

ansatz by writing t°f ~ YY a n d damping out the transverse

degrees of freedom in y.y using a cut-off function (except for the

tensor term) of gaussian type viz. /c<r) = exp[-(r/r^) ] for K(a) =

0.148 GeV2, A = O.455 GeV, m = 1.5 Gev/c2, n^ = 4.903 GeV/c2 and r̂  =

0.3 GeV"1

Although larger values of r^ are almost satisfactory, they

rai«« the predicted center of gravity of the xb and xjj states somewhat.

The values of R I =
Mt y - »<y}

P ) - M( P ) J
are 0.43 predicted by Moxhay and

Rosner and 0.48 given by experimental data.

Jacobs, Dlsson and Suchyta C1113 have developed a unified

approach to the solution of the Schrodinger and the spinless Salpeter

equation. They have found that the relativistic equation better

accounts for the observed energy levels and gives better results for S-

and P-wave annihilation rates and Ej transitions. These authors have

used two QCD-motivated potentials s the Cornell potential C30] and the

Wisconsin potential [1123. The Wisconsin potential which exhibits the

full content of perturbative QCD at short distance, linear confinement

at a large distance and flexible phenomenological parametrization at

intermediate range has the form

+ Vj<r) + Vj_Cr) <75>

where the short range potential Vg is a regularization version E112D of

the two-loop perturbative potential in which t/ie Landau zero is pushed

off to infinity. The intermediate potential Vj is taken to be
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* u ,

V (r)
- r/r (76)

his choice is motivated by the requirement that it vanishes at small

nd large quark separations. The long range potential is taken to be

he usual linear confinement given by V <r) = ar.

.2.14. ReXativistic potential models

Crater and Alstine [1133 have extended the simple dynamical

, tructure of non-relativistic naive quark model to light quark meson*.

i hey have considered a relativistic description of two interacting

pinning parities given by two-coupled compatible Dirac equations on a

ixteen component wave function. This relativistic treatment of two

ody problem follows from supersymmetric extension of Dirac a constriant

echanics. It avoids classical no-interaction theorem and quantum

hosts through co-variant control of relative time. To test the

importance of this new non-perturbative structure in their equations for

•on-relativistic qq interactions, they have calculated the meson

l pectrum by consideration of one parameter relativistic generalisation

•f Richardson's static heavy-quark potential. For the details of the

heory we refer to the original literature [1133. The results given by

hese authors on the mass spectra of mesons are used to calculate the

iuantities like mass spectra and <Mv - M ) are given in tables 2 and 4

espectively.

Although the most justified two-body relativistic wave

•quation at present is the Bethe-Salpeter equation C9], this equation is
'I
l ery difficult to handle. There are simpler equations [95, 114 - 116]
i

ncorpot-ating the essential features of relativity. The relativistic

escription of quark dynamics within the Bethe-Salpeter equation for

harmonic oscillator potential has been given by Mitra et al C353. They

have given extensive applications of their models to meson and baryon

mass spectra^decays etc- and obtained very encouraging results C1O8].

4.3 Other relativistic potential models

4.3.1. Wilson loop formalism for mesons

Me discuss here the understanding on the spin-dependent forces

in quarkonia. For the theoretical methods, involving a generalization

of the Wilson loop formalism, we refer the reader to the original

literature C33, 1173 and the review [5]. The works of Eichten and

Feinberg [33] has given a theoretical understanding of the

spin-dependent forces in QCD. The underlying idea is that Brown and

Weisberger [1173 dropped the spatial part of the gauge covariant

derivative in the equation for the quark propagator whereas Eichten and

Feinberg started a perturbative expansion with respect to this term and

eventually this expansion turned out to be an expansion with respect to

the inverse quark masses. However it contains all orders of ordinary

QCD perturbation theory with respect to the coupling constant. Hence

once obtains a formally exact representation of the spin-dependent
2

potentials upto order 1/m . The general structure for the Hamiltonian

upto order 1/m becomes

1 (<~-Sl> <~"g2> _ g l - g 2 l
mlm2 [ 7 ~~M

V,(r)
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+ spin-dependent contributions. (77)

his model has been studied by Peshkin C11B2, Gromes [1193 and

farchielii et al [1203. Pantalaone, Tye and No. E121] have compiled

heir calculations, together with those of other authors, of the

;pin-dependent potentials in one-loop order of ordinary QCD perturbation

iheory. The results show a striking discrepancy opposed to the general

itrueture expected from the formulation of Eichten and Feinberg [333.

1.3.2. Relativist!c covariant potential model with chlral symmetry

A relativistic covariant potential model has been suggested

•=cently C122D in the framework of bilocal field approach in order to

iet a unified description of the spectra and the interactions of light

is well as heavy quarkonia. This new unified potential model has a

tositive point in its favour which is that the Soldsteirt theorem should

le automatically satisfied as a consequence of spontaneous chiral

symmetry breaking for light quarks. F'ervushin et al C1223 obtained in

;he rest frame rj ~ (1, 0, 0, 0) the potential model given by

- a ir r j
H = JdK q (_id.y. + m ) q + w Jdx dy |q.

X. .

ki (79)

jhich has been widely used for the description of spectroscopy of heavy

ind light quarkonia.

1. 3. 3. Dual QCD

Recently, Baker, Ball and Zachariasen C1233 have tried to use

lual (electric) vector potentials rather than the standard magnetic

rector potentials to describe QCD, especially in the infrared region.

hs motivation for the use of dual potentials is that in classical
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electrodynamics, in a medium with vanishing dielectric constant of small

momenta (as is supposed to be the case in QCD), the electric potentials

give more convenient language than do magnetic potentials. They try to

construct the QCD Lagrangian in terms of dual potentials. They show

that dual QCD describes a non—abelian dual superconductor and hence it

automatically confines colour. They derive the static quark-antiquark

potential and various temperature-dependent effects such as

deconfinement and chiral symmetry. However it remains a very attractive

but unachieved goal.

Baker et al [1233 have also used the static potentials between

heavy quarks derived from the classical approximation to du; 1 QCD field

equation C124]. They have calculated most of the low lying states of cc

and bb systems. A very good agreement is achieved with only four

parameters (two of which are roughly determined in advance). The

spin-orbit force cannot yet be calculated from dual QCD. So they have

used the Breit-Fermi form for the spin-orbit force in order to predict

all the cc and bb levels. They have predicted the masses of the

lightest cb states too.

The potentials predicted by dual QCD are the central potential

V(R) (R is the separation of the quark and antiquark), the tensor force

V (R), and the spin-spin potential V^CR) proportional to "cr^.o^.

Analytic fits to the numerical dual QCD predictions of these potentials

are :

V(R>

9 m 2

R (_
O.5164

s v3/2 -O.53OX
(0.0311-0.O0361 X). (79)

and
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3/2 -O.36OX
(0.1018+O.O534X-O.0O761X2) - , (80>

Here a is the conventional QCD coupling constant, X and F " are the two

standard parameters of dual QCD [1233 and X is the

The ent i re s ta t ic potential islength X = J _y^ 2

V = V(R>

XF " R'
o

dimensionless

(81)

where o and o^ are the quark and antiquark snins. They have used the

potentials to calculate all S—states and all singlet spin states of the

cc and bb systems. They have computed the masses of the T>, combinations

4 P P 2 + 3P tl and 3F'O | , since these are independent of the

spin-orbit farce V. s< ft best f i t to thirteen of the levels independent

I Of V, _ is made and the parameters of dual QCD I are determined,

as are the c and b ouark masses m and m. C1233.
c b

4,•-. Problems in potential model description for mesons

Although there has been extensive studies in potential models

over more than a decade, still there exists many uncertainties and

confusion on several aspects of the potential model. For example, the

exact nature of spin-independent part of the potential (i.e. the static

potemali and the spin structure of the potential are as yet not

2 2 2
understood. The constancy of M - M_ * 0.56 GeV for nan-self-conjugate

2MpS-wave mesons and increase

mesons are understood only in certain models 11253. These empirical

results require a deeper understanding. Further, the relations between

current, constituent and dynamical quark masses and the relations among

quarks of different flavours should be better understood. I t is also

important that the large value of top quark mass and the toponium should

be allowed in potential models. It is important to understand the

Lorentz structure of confinement because the spin structure of the

potential depends on this Lorentz structure. Another problem is true

understanding of the non-diagonal terms in the potential. The

fundamental parameter of QCD (viz. the QCD scale parameter) is still not

known definitely. It should be mentioned that the quark anomalous

magnetic moment is also required to be better understood. Me discuss

these problems here.

4.1.1 The nature of static potential and spin-structure of the potential

The nature of confining potential cannot be derived from the

QCD equation. This has led to many models for studies of quarkonium and

it has been difficult to fix the correct one. Although the linear

potential fallows from string picture of hadran [126], the importance of

harmonic oscillator confinement cannot be undei—estimated as it has been

widely used in the classical and quantum mechanics C1273. Prior to the

advent of QCD the harmonic oscillator potential has been chosen to be

the potential acting between the quarks [1083. However, during the mid

eighties, De Rujula et al C11J assume that there is a universal linear

confining potential which acts between quarks and antiquarks at large

distance and a short-range Coulomb-like potential (- v —) obtained from

the one* gluon exchange between interacting quark and antiquark. Later

on the Cornell group [30] suggested a model in which the potential

consists of a coXoui—Coulomb potential and a linear potential.

Richardson also obtained a form of potential from RGE analysis which

suggest that short distance colour-Coulomb potential is multiplied by a

factor of I/log r. Buchmllller et al [85] gave a more complete form of
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Richardson's potential [84} by including higher order terms in the RGE

analysis. Martin [32, 106] gave a phenomenological powei—law potential.

However, recently there has been other forms of phenomenological

power-law potential like ar"1/2 + br 1 / 2 1401 and ar"3/4 + br3/4 tl2B].

2 *2Lichtenberg [129] has shown that the constancy of M - M* leads to the

equality of power of r' in the short-range potential and the power of

'r' in the confining potential but with opposite sign. This condition

restricts the form of static potential. Frank and Q'Donnell (F0) C423,

2 ^while studying the constancy of M - Mp observed that linear potential

works better than the harmonic potential. Recently, there has been

studies on quarkonium spectroscopy with linear, powei—law and harmonic

type of confining potentials. They observed that the linear potential

works better than harmonic and power—law potentials so far as constancy

2 2
of Mv - Mp is concerned. The detailed results are given in figures and

tables of refs. [130-1323. Another important question in this regard is

that at the intermediate distances the form of the static potential is

not decisively known.

Although one gluon exchange gives correct colour-hyperfine

interaction, it does not give the precise form of spin-structure. The

studies with the spectroscopies of qjarkonia suggest [133] that one

gluon exchange potential cannot give the correct spin-orbit

interact ion.The spin structure of quark—antiquark potential depends on

the Lorentz nature of the potential and on the form of static potential.

Since these aspects of the quark-quark interactions are not fixed, the

spin structure of the potential is not decisively known. Assuming that

heavy quark binding is effectively due to "single gluon exchange with

renormalization group improvement", it is given by an instantaneous

Bethe-Salpeter kernel consisting of vector and scalar interaction terms:

r (82)

The subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the quark and antiquark, 1 is the unit

matrix in Dirac space, k is the four momentum carried by the exchanged

gluon and with a - (2i)-1 [y , } we have

(83)

where mQ is the mass of the quark and X is the anomalous magnetic moment

of the quark. mQ and X are adjustable parameters. In the non-relati-

vistic limit spin-independent potential is

V (r) = V (r) + V (r) + V (r)o Coul v s

It has been assumed hat

Vconftr> a n d Vconf(r>

(84)

(85)

Vy(r> and V^ir) are the vector and scalar parts of the confining

potential vcar)f<r") and r/ is an adjustable parameter specifying the

fraction of the confining potential which is vector in character.

Using eqns. (82) - (84) one can obtain C29] the spin-dependent

potential v
s p i n

< r ) through analogy to quantum elactrodynanics by

following the same procedure used to convert the kernel for positronium

into the Breit interaction [1343 given by

i r
2m" L " F

K 6(r) + (1 + X) (r)l S
J .ŝ

12 (86)

where
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-WK.A'j^.iH i I •**• (*•

*S- ->

(87)

denotes the tensor operator. The last term in the spin-orbit part

V . (r> is the Thomas precession contribution,spin

*. 4,. 2. On understanding =. 0. 56 Ge

2 2 2

The constancy of M - Mp (** 0.56 GeV ) for nan-self-con jugate

mesons containing one heavy quark in conjunction with a light quark,

first observed by Martin [135], has been studied by Frank and O'Dannell

C42] within the framework of a simple model motivated by quantum

chromodynamics. Subsequently attempts have been made to uderstand the

above mentioned constancy within a more complicated model C5B, 131,

132]. Several other theoretical workers C39, 128, 129, 136 - 141J have

also tried to explain the above empirical result. Recently, there has

been a detail study of li - Mp even for non-zero anomalous magnetic
2 2moment £1323. Here attempt is made to explain the constancy of M — M

and state its impact on the nature of quark confining potential as well

as the value of QCD scale parameter. Song C1423 has given a new unified

empirical relation far the hyperfine splitting as

6 (fj> = P a (p = 1.950 GeV)

Writing

(3Mv + Mp)/4 = FT

we have

• M 2 ft 26 (|U)

Deoghuria and Chakrabarty have calculated

»2v

(88)

(B9)

(9CI)

(91)

C132D given by

"v " 2 Mo " C<F3(r)> 4, K

(92)

2 2
The results on M - Mp for different models have been shown in table 3.

The plot of (M^ - M^! vs Mp) isE1323 shows that (M^

constant even for T-mesons for linear potential only. Thus it is

possible tD choose the correct powei—law potential for confinement when

T—mesons are discovered.

Now, from table 3 we see that while M y - M p is a constant for

non—seIf-con jugate mesons, it increases for self—con jugate mesons for

increasing quark masses. This question has been raised by Lichtenberg

et al Q1283. It has been shown numerically C583 that M^ - M p * 0.56 SeV2

requires a set of quark masses such that fj
. .

constant for

non-self-conjugate mesons. Since p. . is larger for self-conjugate

2 2

mesons containing heavier quarks, M - Mp is larger for self—conjugate

mesons containing heavier quarks. Thus we have now an answer to the

above question raised by Lichtenberg et al C1283.

4.4.3. Lorentz nature of confinement

The Lorentz nature of short distance quark—antiquark potential

is known to be vector in character. But the nature of confining part is

not decisively known. Different models have taken it differently viz

vector, scalar—vector admixture, and scalar. Gupta and Kttgerler have

shown L363 that there are problems with scalar confinement. Arguments

against scalai—vector and vector confinements have been discussed by

some authors [53. It has been found that C132, 140] vector part in

confinement is necessary in order to explain the P. data of bb.
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Moreover since all these calculations are based mostly on perturbation

technique, non-perturbative effects may change the situation. For

example, the non-perturbative effect on FT. ~ M. of IP states have been

discussed in ref.C5].

4.4.4. Non-diagonal terms in the potential

A quarkonium state with hidden flavour can mix with other

Rtates with hidden flavour and probably also with states containing only

gluons (glue balls). On the other hand, in the case of a state composed

of Liu, the annihilation into gluons is so important that there is no

known meson which is pure uu. Another such important case is that of

the r) and vj mesons. The masses of these mesons cannot be calculated

without taking into account the annihilation terms into the potential.

This requires additional parameters in the model [39]. The Cornell

group 130 J has discussed the non-diagonal couplings. For a detailed

discussion one can see ref E443.

4.4.5. Flavour dependence of quark-antiquark potential

Lichtenberg et al C1363 have found that the oarameters for

each potential which give the best fit to the data are not the same for

charmonium and bottomonium. They conclude that the flavour dependence

of the potential is a function of the form of the potential and of the

prescription used to calculate the energy eigenvalue. Moreover the

difference between the b and c quark masses as determined within the QCD

motivated potential model for heavy-light and heavy-heavy quark-

antiquark system, though nearly equal, are found to differ £143] from

that obtained for heavy-heavy systems determined from explicit fits and

from rigorous inequalities like those of Bertlmann and Martin [1443.

This inconsistency is probably due to the fact that QQ forces are not

flavour independent.

4.4.6. The QCD scale parameter CM

The A dependence has been studied extensively by Igi and Dno

C145J through the analysis of P, data. It has also been found that the

2 °values of M - M~ depend on the choice of A [132], However, contrary to

the results of Igi and Ono C145D, it has been found [122] that the

dependence of P. mass on A is very small.

4.4.7. The anomalous magnetic moment CX)

The importance of non-zero anomalous magnetic moment has been

realized in the early studies of quarkonium spectroscopy [1463.

However, large X has never been successful. It has also been found that

zero value for X is aesthetically favourable in the description of

quarkonium spectroscopy C132D because for X = O one has more symmetrical

curves than for X * O. Recently, Weinberg has given-arguments in favour

of zero value for X [1473.

4.5 Application of potential models to quarlconia

4.5.1. S-states of quarkonia

There has been extensive studies on the mass spectra of

5-atates of quarkonia. In table 2 we give a comparative study of the

mass spectra of vector and pseudoscalar mesons obtained in different

models for non-self-conjugate as well as self-conjugate mesons. In

tables 3 and 4 ine compare the values of <M^ - Mp> and <Mv - Mp> in diff-

erent models.
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4. 5. 2. P-statos of quarltonia

The study of P-statss and higher states (L > 1 > of quarkonia

are extremely important in view of the understanding of spin structure

of the potential and the Lorentz nature of quark confining potential.

Since the spin-dependent quarkonium forces depend on Larentz nature of

confinement, we deal with the three types of Lorentz structures which

are scalar, vector and and scalai—vector in character.

I Now, the possible candidates for the P levels of the cc and

i bb quarkonium systems have been reported C1483 by the R704 and CLED

collaborations. The discovery of these levels provides added support

for the potential model approach to quarkonia where qq interact

non-relativistically through a potential of the form E363

U = U + U
o spin

U = spin independent potential

U * spin-dependent part

<93)

(94)

(95)

X

i The e;pressions for Lf__,n and results with scalar confinement are given

elsewhere [36, 125]. The modification of the above model to include

scalai—vector confinement and details of studies on P data and S-

states of quarkonia are also discussed in ref.C125]. The extension to

the case of X * 0 [1323 are given in section 4.5.3. The results on

P-states are given in tables 5 - 7 .

4.5.3. Phenomenological studies en scalar, scalar-vector and vector

l confinement

Dlsson and Suchyta [48] have shown that the spin—dependence of

quarkonium systems requires an effective scalar confining potential.

They show that spin-independent potential contain a vector and a scalar

part

V ... <r> s V(r) + C(r)
static

These authors reduce the interaction potential, as defined by the Wilson

loop, for a nearly non-relativistic quenched QQ system to lowest order

id (v/c)2 C33D. For equal masses they write

- -"h fr - F ] + 4 [" v + iV. . , = V(r) +
total

3m

By perturbation theory, eqn. <97> gives

where the spin-independent quantities are

^ + 2V'/r>2

3 ^

- V/r>

v CF v
"so = mso + mso' ms 2m J

<V/r>

(97)

(98)

(99)

<1OO)

(1O1)

(102)

Hence, for a P-wave multiplet using the usual values C149] for L.S, <T>

and <5j.S2>, th-= sum rule reads £47]

3CF 1
% "SO
v^r _ * m — w m

m__ — m 2" «ij 2j- «Y|

(103)

From the measured masses for the 3 P 0 ,
 3 P j , 3 P 2 and 1P J states, the

spin-orbit contribution to the confining interaction is
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ice) = - 25.9 ± 1.3 MeV

Cbb) = - 7.7 ± 2. 1 HeV

<104 )

For linear confinement with C(r) = ar and a = 0.2 GeV , we obtain

• ^ (cc) = -IS Mev and flic*j <bb> = 2.8 MeV, both somewhat smaller than

the sum rule values given by eqn.(104). Next, Dib et al E15O3

considered the behaviour of splittings between the L = 1 states in heavy

quarkonium systems. With standard assumptions, they show that the ratio

of mass splittings, R = (M_ - M,) / (M, - l"l ), grows slowly as we go

from the lowest P-states to their radial excitations, a behaviour which

is in accord with other theoretical calculations and is consistent with

experiments.

As stated earlier there has been several works on

scalar-vector model of confining interaction L29, 33, 69-73]. Of late,

the experimental data on 1 P. states of cc and bb systems have been

analysed C140] for a spin-independent potential consisting of short

range colour—Coulomb potential V(r) and long-range confining

interactions <linear, power-law or harmonic) which are assumed to be

scalar-vector admixture (V (r) + V (r>). It is found that the recent

Pj data on bb can now be reconjiled with a flavoui—independent

potential model for quarkonium. Later on these studies have been

extended to consider non-zero anomalous magnetic moments C1323 where the

spin independent potential is

vo V_ . + V (r) + V (r)Coul v s

where Vy(r) = VConf«->

and Vs<r) =

(105)

(106)

(107)

The spin-dependent potential V . (r) is

V . (r) =spin

For X * O

i2

<F2(r)> = 3K X) 2

From scaling we have

M. = C.i

so that

and

FT - »y = * (1
1 J ml m2

For X = 0, ft = 1

*i - »i - - 1 n ^ i
so

- 2)

<F3<r)> = (1 + X)
2
 v s,fl ((3 + l> < -4

The mass formula for F'-state is

<P3<rJ> Sj.

(108)

(109)

(110)

(111)

<F2(r)> T12

(112)

(113)

(115)

(116)
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•n the basis of experimental data of FT - M' (= 5.4 ± 1.5 MeV) and M

(= -7.7 ±2.1 MeV) for bb we write the approximate relation

cr
so

(118)

Eqn.dlB) is not satisfied by the present experimental values of ff - W'

and M for cc. Applying eqn.(118) to cc system and using the

experimental value of (MCF) - as -25.9 MeV, we have (IT, - M^) - = 17.26
so cc i 1 cc

MeV which is close to the value (ft 16 MeVJ given by the scaling argument

[363.

The plot (ff. - M,) against TJ for cc and bb shows that for X =

0, there is a maximum value of n corresponding to each of the confining

potentials (f? = O.3, 1, 2) for which F - M^ remains positive [1323.

These values of r/ are approximately 0.4, O.3 and O.2 for f) = 0.3, 1 and

2 respectively. This suggests that scalar confinement dominates. The

plots of -2MCF against r) resemble the graphs for R ~ M^ vs r>. However,

the graph has an origin at a non-zero —2M unlike ff — M. which is zero
so 1 1

for j? = 0.

The vector potential has been discussed in ref.[1093.

Although non—perturbative methods may change the situation drastically,

studies with heavy quark systems by perturbative method [132] suggest

that vector confinement is not suitable for heavy quark spectroscopy.

4.5.4. D-states of quarkonia

A key test of the non-relativistic potential description of

quarkonia is the confirmation of the predicted masses of D—states of

quarkonia. Here, we discuss only predictions due to Deoghuria and

Chakrabarty [1513. The explicit mass formulae for D-states are

= 2mQ

and

MO

The constants A. . denote the expectation values

(i 1, 2, 3)

(120)

(121)

(122)

(123)

The results are given in table 8. For tne works of other authors see ref.

L15U

4.5.5. Decays of quarkonia

A successful potential model for quarkonium should be able to

describe not only the energy spectrum but also the decays via

electroweak (photon, W- and Z°- bosons) and strong (qluon) interactions.

We try to see if the scalai—vector model of confinement can describe the

decays too via strcnq and electromagnetic interactions, for details see

ref.[1513.

4.5.5.1. Annihilation processes

The leptonic decay widths are calculated using Van Royen-

Weisskopf formula

(124)

K
where |v <0)|2 are obtained from scaling [313 as

lui (0) I"" = Constant xI »n I (125)

2m
Q

(119)
The leptonic widths are shown in table 9. The dscay rates for
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two—photon (QQ —> 2^) and three—photon <QQ —+ 3^) annihilation processes

are given by

| Wnl /m (126)

a n d

- 2.6 a./*) /m2 (127)

where Nc <= 3) is the number of quark colours.

The decay rates for two-gluon (QQ —» 2g) and three-gluon

(QQ —> 3g) annihilations are given by C41]

rfn SQ—* 2gl = C8«/3J a
2 | vn (0) |

2 (1 + 10. 6<a /"'/m2, (for r? ) (128)

a /I)/(HQ (for T) ) (129)

(40/81)

= (40/31) f"2"

(for J/(c)

a Vi()

(130)

(131).8<5i / n ) / m

(far Y)

The decay rates for (OQ) —» 2g ( l ight hadron) + ^ are calculated from

the formula

n^j—*2g+r) = (32/9) ;n2-9) e2, a c? j vn (0) |
2 (1-0. 9a_/n) /m2 (132)

(for

(32/9)C?t2-9> Bg a o^|ien<0> | 2 ( 1-1.

These decay rates are given in table 10.

(133)

(for Y)

t. 3. 5. 2. Radiative transitions

The experimental radiative transition rates El and Ml of cc

48

are taken as input and scaling relations have been used to predict

corresponding transition rates of bb. For Ej transition

TCEj) « e2, ̂ -[2i<l^

= Constant * e

We consider the constant to be same for cc and bb because of flavoui—

independence

IP,
cc

13P. + y 1
(135)

Similarly for Ml transition we have

1 ° Jbb

The El and Ml transition rates are given in table 11.

In the above model [132] if the Coulomb potential is also

treated perturbatively, we obtain another model C152J. On comparison we

find that the earlier model C132], which treats the linear and Coulomb

potential within the unperturbed part of the Hami1tonian, works better.

Further, recently it has been found that taking the current quark masses

as input we obtain relations among constituent quark masses which give a

simpler scalar—vector model for X = 0, (i = 1, rj = 0.25 with greater

predictive and correlative powers C1533.
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4.5.6. Mass splittings of ground stats mason muitiplet

Lichtenberg [154] has used certain qualitative features of

quantum chromodynamics in the framework of potential model in order to

obtain a number of inequalities and equalities among the masses of

ground state hadrons E154], As an example he has obtained the

inequalit ies

K* - K > D* - D > D* - D^ > B* - B > B* - Bs > T* - T (137)

Interestingly, each of these relations which have been tested

experimentally, agree with the data within experimental errors.

It is also important to study the mass splittings between

members of an isospin muitiplet caused by electromagnetic interaction.

The predicted mass differences involve the wave function at the origin,

the expectation value of the Coulomb potential and the mass difference

between down and up quark. For details see ref.CSD.

Thus quarkonia are understood quite well. We have a far more

detailed understanding of the internal structure of QQ mesons than ne do

for other hadrons. The quark potential model is a very accurate

phenomenological model from which we can extract masses, decay rates

etc.C1553.

5. Potential Models for Baryons

5.1. Introduction to baryon spectroscopy

Baryons include protons, neutrons, hyoerons and their excited

states. Fermi and Yang C156] gave a composite model idea to construct

pion as bound state of nucleon and anti-nucleon. The composite models

in the framework of symmeties have been discussed by Gell-Mann and

Ne'eman C1573. Qell-Mann and Zweig C15B3 introduced quark in elementary

particle physics, which suggests that all strongly interacting particles

consist of three fundamental identities u, d and s which have same

isospin quantum number but are not to be identified with the physical p,

with the quarksn, A. On associating the creation operators

"u", "d", "s" and b , b2,b, for the antiquarks "u", "d", "s", we have

[a a*l = [b . b*l = 6 (138)

and other anticommutation relations are zero.

The basic states of SU(3) in the simplest (triplet) representation are

*1 = a * l 0 > <139)

= a*|0> (140)

(141)

,1

a |

*|

50

, = a 3 > >

In SLH3), hypercharge is Y and charge is Q = B*. For triolet represen-

tation we have

l^-i^1 _. A ^ _ t\ •> I - lr»*i — ^ .A (142)

(143)

rz - - — <14*>

p = i $ <145)
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Y<£ = i # (146)

Y0-, = - % <t>% (147)

Gell^Mann call these -fractional charges - quarks. Since three quarks

constitute a baryon, a quark has fractional baryon number C159].

Assignments of hardrans to SU(3) multiplets led to the

prediction in 1962 of a new hadron (G with strangeness -3) necessary to

complete the spin >> baryon decuplet ^io}. This particle was discovered

in 1963 in Bubble chamber photograph at Brookhaven Laboratory. This

convinced the world of the validity of SU(3). The triplet (uds)

representation (u *= up, d = down, s = strange) leaoS to the following

group representation :

Mason

W - W + W

W W + W
Me assume quarks have spin 1/2. Thus we have to describe under six

dimensional covariant spinor represented by the group SU(6) L160].

Since quarks obey FD statistics, V t a t a l should be antisymmetric. Hence

it was suggested [16, 173 that each quark should carry a new quantum

number called colour which is antisymmetric under interchange of quarks

so that

'''total ~ "'space X vspin x ^flavour x ^colour

4
For strong interaction between quarks, a should be replaced by j c»s for

— "7 4 2
qq and %• <* for qqq. jr and ^ are appropriate colour factors.

S. 2. Non-relativistlc, semi-relativlslic and relatj.vj.stic potential

models for baryons

The non-relativistic quark model which has been so much

successful in the meson sector can be applied to baryons and we transit

from two-body to three-body problem. In a baryon the three quarks are

confined by a confining potential. For a recent review on

non-relativistic aspects of three body treatment of baryons one can see

ref. C1613. We start with the effective quark Hamiltonian in QCD given
2

by De Rujula, Georgi and 6lashDM [111. Dn replacing a = %— by - •»- a

for qqq system, the Breit-Fermi Hamiltonian takes its corresponding form

in colour gauge thory Hamiltonian for a colour neutral qqq system as

2

H - Y f m + P i + 1 + L fr r 1 + ^f t f . B t k o 1 4

2 [mi * 3m~" ' - - J {rl' r 2 ' ' * - J + 2 I** i j asj i j

<152)

with Ck - - "J" Tor qqq). The potential L describes quark binding force.

The Hamiltonian for three quarks in a baryon (neglecting e.m.

interactions) <-S

H = L

Writing

S. (1S3>

(154)

we have

(155)

where m is effective non-strange quark mass and V is perturbing part.

H = HQ + V

Using symmetry of wave function y ' r . r^, r ) and neglecting e.m.

interactions, first order mass formula for ground state baryons becomes
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i -̂  j
m.m.

whet-e

2 -
r 1
[

12 "

Hence, it follows that

2N + 2 Z = 3A + Z

16S..5

(156)

(157)

(158)

(159)

(160)

(Gell-Mann — Ot;ubu mass formula)

a - 2* = z"*- s" = i' - n (Equal spacing rule for decuplet) (162)

Z - Z = S - S (SU(6) mass relation) (163)

The exchange of gluons here can explain the long standing problem of

observed mass difference of Z and A, which have identical quark content

and the same total quark spin. This splitting is given by a hyperfine

spin—spin effect

(164)

The non-relativistic harmonici Since m > m , Z is heavier than A.

oscillator model of Isgur and Karl [1623 assumes a Hamiltonian for

baryons as

(165)

= H +
o

where

and

V . (r)conf

(r)

fu(r) + HljlI HFJ

I Kr2 + U(r)

.X
(r. ) - S(r. )ij ij

(167)

(168)

They assume m^ = m^ = 300 MeV, ms =» 550 MeV. Here S(r) is a txo-body

tensor interaction. These authors chose the unperturbed Hamiltonian HQ

as the harmonic oscillator confining interaction and they treated all the

other terms by perturbation method. The results for baryon octet and

decuplet show good match with the observed masses (cf Table 12). The

magnetic moments also match with the observed values 11633.

On the other hand Capstick and Isgur C164] have studied the

three quark system in a relativized version of the quark potential model

with chromodynamics. With parameters same as those of an analogous

study of the qq system C393, they have obtained a good description of

the known baryons. This model explains the apparent absence of

spin-orbit forces in baryons in a natural way and leads to spectra and

internal composition for baryons which are qualitatively similar to

those of usual non-relativistic model. For details of calculation one

is referred to the original literature C1643. For* the parameters given

in table 13 the masses of the orbital ground state baryons made of u, d

and s quarks are given in table 14. Here the A-N splitting is a

prediction based on the meson parameters taken from ref.C393. This fact

provides further evidence that, while the pian may sometimes be ihost

economically viewed as the almost Boldstane boson of broken chiral

symmetry, it may also be viewed as the hyperfine partner of the p meson.

Capstick and Isgur suggested, on the basis of their calculations that
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splittings in "non-chiral" systems like A-N and in "chiral" systems like

p-n have the same origin in terms of constituent quarks, although they

appear to be very much different in the current quark basis. These

authors note that their calculations support the observation that I - A

splitting as a hyperfine interaction effect because they get (£ - A) =

75 + 15 Mev compared to (Z - A) s 80 Mev. They also obtain Z* - Z =

180 ± 15 Mev (Expt. 190 MeV) and S* - S = 200 + 15 Mev (ExDt. 215 Mev).

These results are similar to the usual non-relativistic model til, 203.

However, it will be interesting to do a detailed analysis of such static

properties as the magnetic moments, G /B , charge radii etc. of these

baryons, although it seems likely that such an analysis will support the

general picture given earlier [165],

As regards the phenomenological approach, we know that the

potential [32, 106]

0. 1OO
V = - 8.064 + 6.8698 r (169)

with m = 0.518, i"l = 1.8 and m^ = 5.174 (in SeV) describes the meson

sector very well. Richard suggested L166D the Dossibility of extra-

polating the phenomenology of the meson spectrum in potential models to

the domain of baryons and using an empirical quark- antiquark potential,

the mass of O has been calculated. The general prescription for

extrapolation is to consider a pail—wise quark-quark potential.

V <r> = i vr,n(r) (170)

The factor L arises due to the one gluon contribution. The relation

V = — V - , which is compatible with experimental results on baryons,

cannot be justified theoretically, although some arguments in its favour

have been given [1613.

The Bethe-Salpeter equation for qq and qqq systems have been

derived [167] in the instantaneous approximation and are solved

algebraically for harmonic confinement. The approximate qq spectrum for

all flavour is expressible as

F(M) - N + |

where F<M) = (M2 - 4m2) cT1 - n M~2 >-~2 <2?.E> -3 -Q ).

occuring here are discussed in original work. Also F(M> = N+3 holds for

non-strange qqq excitations. F(M) is defined similarly. The calculated

values of F(M) and F(M) in terms of the observed masses M, and m

ud
0.28, ms = 0.35, mc = 1.40 (all in GeV), conform rather well to the

principal features of the predictions i.e. spin and flavour degeneracy

of qq. The results obtained match well with the experimental data.

3.3. Mass splittings of ground state oultiplets of baryons

Lichtenberg has extended C1543 their work on mesons to the

baryons assuming that the eigenvalue of unperturbed Hamiltonian for a

baryons depends on all three quarks it contains. There is a good

evidence that the potential between quarks in a baryon is well-approxi-

mated by a sum of two-body potentials with strengths equal to half the

quark-antiquark potential in mesons. Lichtenberg obtained the following

inequalities :

3- - S > Z* - Z

- A > (3A - Z - 2N>/2

Z - N > S -

C172)

(173)

(174)

(173)
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*E -

r _

Z

+

>

>

•
z - c '

> 0

• »

t

n - p = A° - A+ = (A -

Z+ =

(176)

<177)

(178)

Z - 2 Z v + Z = Z - 2 S v + Z (179)

Lichtenberg also obtains many other inequalities among the

masses of baryons which Are in good agreement with the data [1683. The

arguments put forward by Lichtenberg rest principally on general

features of QCD which are supposed to be qualitatively correct, on the

approximate validity of the constituent quark picture to describe hadron

bound states and on the existence of ordinary electric and magnetic

interactions among bound quarks.

On the other hand, Lipkin [169J has generalized the treatment

of hyperfine splittings in meson spectroscapy [423 and applied these to

baryons by the use of techniques developed for treating hyperfine

interactions in atomic physics. The predictions on N-A, Z - Z and S -S

splittings use meson splittings as input, which are in good agreement

with experiment. Thus the same constituent quark model describes both

mesons and baryons. We only mention that, assuming the mesons and

baryons to be made of th*> same constituent quarks, Lipkin obtained

V - Mz * 3?) ["V -

192 216 211± 12 MeV (Experimental data)

This theoretical prediction agrees reasonably well even for such a crude

approximation which neglets the wavefunction effects shown to be

responsible for- the difference between these two experimental values

C17011. For electromagnetic mass difference of charmed baryons see ref.

[171] and references therein. The masses of different heavy baryons

and the mass difference between different charge states are given in

references [171-1823.

5.4. Wilson loop formalism for baryons

Gromes t5] has demonstrated how the Wilson loop approach is

generalized to multiquark states and what the resulting loncj range

potential looks like. Here a manifest local gauge irtvariance plays a

central role. The generalization from mesons to baryons shows some new

features. For details and applications to baryons we refer to ref,[53.

5.5 Relativistlc covariant potential model with chiral symmetry for

baryons

Pervushin and collaborators [1223 have constructed by means of

the quasi-particle operator method the relativistic equation for the

baryon as a three-quark system. They obtained an equation which is

analogous to the Salpeter equation for a bound state consisting of three

particles for the description of baryons in an arbitrary relativistic

reference frame.

Thus we have found that the quantum chromodynamic potential

models work for baryons too. The quark picture of baryons lead us to a

unified picture of mesons and baryons. The qq and qq interaction are

only qualitatively understood. However it is necessary to study these

aspects in further details.
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6. The Quark Model for Nuclei

6.1. Introduction

After Yukawa's classical work in 1937, the force between two

nucleons has been calculated in terms of boson exchange. The examples

of such interactions are the Paris C183] and the Bonn C184] potentials,

which have been quite successful in explaining the empirical nucleon—

nucleon scattering data and the deuteron binding energy. The

outei—range part in such a model is theoretically well founded but the

in eraction for small inter—nucleon distances (r < 1 fmj is DhenomenolQ-

gical. The size of the inner part of the ootential is of the order af

or smaller than the size of the nucleon. Thus the theoretical

derivation of this part of the two-nucleon interaction will be possible

if we consider the quark structure of hadrons. Although the quark model

within the QCD framework have met with much success for the description

of baryons, probably the quark idea will give a much deeper

understanding of the nucleon—nucleon interaction.

6.2. Nucleon-Wucleon interaction In the quark potential model

Phenomena logically the confinement proble i is studied within

the bag model [21, 22] where quarks ars confined by boundary conditions

to a region of space with hadronic dimensions called the bag. Several

versions of the bag model exist which are ; the MIT bag [21, 22], the

chiral bag [185] and the little bag model L1B6]. However, problems

arise in understanding the nucleon-rtucleon force in such models because

the character of the bag surface is not defined properly so that it

becomes difficult to know what happens when two bags collide. Moreover,

the bag model cannot treat the center of mass motion of the bag quantum

mechanically, which is very important in scattering problem.

60

An alternative approach is to describe the confinement via a

two-body linear potential of the from

Vconf(r> = - ( V

8

(151)

Here, X.^^ - J x".X™ , \«, being the or-th generator of the SU(3) colour
a=l

group which operate on the particle i. Now within the De Rujula-Georgi-
model [11] "

Glashow potential/one can describe the baryons as seen in chapter 5.

6.3. The symmetry properties of the six-quark system and short-range

nuclear forces.

The nucieons, which are colourless objects, cannot exchange

coloured objects like gluans, unless a quark is also exchanged. The

nucleon-nucleon interaction, because of the colour degrees of freedom,

can have a total symmetry for the 6 quark system.

6.4. The resonating group method

There are two different approaches which have bean used to

study the short-range part of the N-N interactions in quark model.

These are <i> Born-Oppenheimer approximation and (ii) the Resonating

Qroup Method. Jr. the first method the distance between the two nucleons

is fixed. Here one calculates from different distances the energy of

the six ,quark system. Since the potential obtained in the first method

is a local potential, it is difficult to say that this potential is

suitable for describing the short-range part of the N-N interaction. On

the other hand the resonating group method has bsen often used in the

scattering problem of two composite particles. It seems to be the most

appropriate method for incorporating such exchange effects. RGM assumes

that the wave function for two baryons (six-quark> system can be written

T



, 436) = (182)

The internal wavefunctions <p of the nucleons include the internal

degrees of freedom like colour, spin, isospm and orbital degrees of

freedom. The relative wavefunction between nucleons xN <R1̂ 1) is the

only unknown and is determined by salving the RGM equation

Jk(R,R" (183)

Here KfR.R'') is a complicated non-local kernel which includes the

effects of Pauli exclusion principle. Faessler et al [1873 have done a

detailed calculation of the 6 quark system in the framework of RGM. For

details of the results on RGM see ref.LlBB]. The non-relativistic quark

cluster model are given in ref.L1893. The study of nucleon structure

with pion clouds in the framework of a flu:< tube quark model are given

in ref.C19O3. Now despite phenomenological success of non-reUtivistIC

quark model, one should try to construct relativistic quark model and

apply it to calculate the N-N phase shift.

The detailed understanding of the nucleon-nucleon force in

terms of qua-k degrees of freedom has been reviewed by Myhrer and

Wroldser [1913. They reviewed the known lono-range meson exchange

forces and gave explanation for the origin of these forces from an

underlying quark model constrained by chiral symmetry. The effective

meson exchange forces can describe the large impact parameter

nucleon-nucleon scattering. These authors have shown how the small

impact parameter nucleon-nucleon scattering can be explained by the

quark structure of the nucleon. They have explained why this quark

model is successful in reproducing the dependence of the measured S and

P-wave nucleon-nucleon phase shifts.

It can be mentioned that the spin-orbit potential is not

satisfactorily understood as yet. It is known that both mesonic and

quark degrees of freedom will contribute to this potential. However

this problem is a very difficult one because of influence of the unknown

scalar confinement requirement and its interplay with the spin-orbit

structure of the gluon exchange forces. Moreover, the w-meson exchange

does give some repulsion and a strong spin—orbit force. One open

question is how properly to join the long-range meson exchange forces

with quark degrees of freedom, although some work has been done by

Simonov C192, 193], kalshnikova et al [1943 and others Q195H.

6.5. Wilson loop formalism for nuclei

There is no doubt that nuclei are examples of plenty of

multiquark states in nature. A discussion of nuclear forces in Wilson

loop approach is given elsewhere C53.

The equations like Schwingei—Dyson equation or the Salpeter

equation Are well known from non-relativistic many body theory like

Landau's theory of fermi fluids C196J and Random Phase approximation

[197]. They play an essential role in the description of elementary

excitation in atomic nuclei [193].

6.6. Relativistic covariant potential model with chiral symmetry for

nuclei

In the sixties, the importance of spontaneous breaking of

SU(N J chiral symmetry (SBCS) was noticed. Initially it was studied

with effective fields like pions and sigmas C199]. Pioneering attempts

to create some microscopic theory of this phenomenon was made by Nambu



and Jona-Lasinio (NJL) t2OO3. They suggested specific foui—fermionic

interaction among quarks, using the analogy with the theory of super-

conductivity. Later on with the discovery of instantons by Belavin et

al C2O13, t'Haoft noticed C^02] that instantons produced quite specific

multl-fermion interaction between light quarks. Phenomenological

studies [2033 have led to the Instanton Liquid Model <ILM) which was

studied both analytically £2043 and numerically £2053. Recently this

has been very much successful in the description of OCD vacuum

parameters etc. C2063.

6.7. Colour-dielectric relativlstie quark model

We have seen that there exists good description of nucleon-

nucleon interaction at the quark level [1893. Any two quarks Are

confined by a powei—law potential

Cnfa.J> = V x 4
 ari,a

where n is 1 or 2 and X are colour SU3 operators. If one does not

restrict the quack wavefunctions to Gaussian type and further, if the

quarks are allowed to be excited, the confinement potential between

quarks influences mainly the intermediate range of the baryon-baryon

system [207]. The fact that nucleon-nucleon phase shifts can be

reproduced with a much weaker sigma-meson coupling strength than the

usual value for n = 2 (harmonic potential) and also that it is not

possible to obtain a good fit of the phase shift for n = 1 (linear

potential?, suggest that many gluon effects (which characterises the

confinement potential) have an important role in the baryon-baryon

interaction.

Next, in order to have a QCD-motivated description as far as

practicable, it is necessary to include the effect of many gluon degrees

of freedom. We now have this sort of a model Lagrangian, which includes

the usual quark fields, gluon fields with no self interactions (called

plain gluons) and a colour dielectric field representing many-gluon

degrees of freedom. The colour dielectric field through its coupling to

the quark mass leads to quark confinement [208, 209],

Now OCD is a highly complex non-linear theory with significant

characteristics like confinement, chiral symmetry breaking,

hadronUation and nuclear binding. We know that models preconceive

intuitive understanding where things cannot be calculated explicitly.

The chomo dielectric model [21O] assumes that the vacuum of OCD develops

medium like properties at large distances which modify the gluon kinetic

energy as in macroscopic electrodynamics via a dielectric constant.

With that notation one can understand how the effective gluon coupling

becomes big and confining at large distances. Thus in colour

dielectrics the QCD vacuum is regarded as a medium chracterised by a

dielectric field. This approach promises to construct an effective

action for hadronic structure from the QCD Lagrangian, hence relating

the underlying non-abelian field theory to phenomenology. The emphasis

is Qiven on gluon aspects of hadron physics. Pirner has given results

of lattice calculations of the coupling constants of a colour dielectric

model in the pure gauge (gluon) sector and also a phenomenological

application of the SLM3) model to the problem of chiral symmetry

breaking. For details of the model see ref. C211D.

The QCD Lagrangian for the quark spinor y </ = flavour index)

and the gluon field A (c = colour index) is
u
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where

Q / . A A
^s ' ab \J is

(186)

The model of F'irner C209-211] which has been applied to baryons and

nucleon-nucleon potentials by Faessler's group t2123 corresponds to

the replacement

U V V fj

QCD 7 7 ""

(137)

(188)

(189)

Hence the model Lagrangian reads

A

1 ,_̂ C r-'JĴ  1 fs T 1 1 M 2 (1901

From eqn.(185), the field equations for quark spinors, the gluon field

and the multi-gluon field are respectively given by

- h %\ <\ - 9 v -
1

*v 1

-g ^

(191)

(192)

(193)

Although the free parameters are the strong coupling constant

, the mass of the x field M and the coupling con -.tant g, the field

solutions depend mainly on and the product gM . In the vacuum, where

no quarks are pr-jient, the self-interaction forces the x field to

vanish. In the presence of quarks, a vanishing x field would mean an

infinitely large quark mass and hence absolute quark confinement. The

eqn.<192) describes gluons as free particles and not coupled to the x

field, which is an approximation. The exact solution is

itv Z. s
/

7 (194)

where c(= x * represents the colour-dielectric function.

It may be mentioned that the assumption £ - 1 should be

modified to e ~ x and eq. (194) should be solved. Other than the nan—

relativistic reduction, the model contains some undesirable approxi-

mations. The plain gluons are treated as free particles and are coupled

to the quarks only instead of being confined to the bag by the many

gluon field xi although the exact equation (194) include a coupling

between plain gluon and x- Moreover the i—dependence of the quark mass

is not taken into account in the derivation of plain gluon interaction

between quarks instead a fraction of the cluster mass is used in the

potential considered so far. These are required to be improved further.
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7. Discussions and conclusions

In this studies with mesons, baryons and nuclei He have -found

that the quark structure plays a very important role in giving a unified

understanding of mesons, baryons and nuclei. We have found the

2 2 2

constancy hi - M * O.56 Gev could give some hints at the true nature

of quark-antiquark potential. Again considering P data we find that

scalar-vector model with scalar dominance is a good candidate for

confining interaction. Regarding baryons Me find that the true

potential model should incorporate the relativistic effects for light

baryons. For nuclei, the relativistic and non-perturbative methods

would be very suitable.

Thus from the overall study we notice that it Mill be

possible in future to have a unified understanding of the mesons,

baryons and nuclei within a common framework coming from quark dynamics

motivated by QCD.
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able captions

able 1 The values of (m + m_> for different cases of confinino

potentials. All masses are in GeV

V For linear potential A = 175 MeV, X. = 0, i) = O.2.
i

', For powei—law potential A = 220 MeV, \ = 0, r> ~ 0.22.

For harmonic potential A = 2OO MeV, X = 0, rj = 0.16.

able 2 Comparison of calculated and experimental values of meson

energies in MeV.

able 3 The values of (li~ - M ) calculated in different theoretical
v p

models are compared with experimental data.

'able 4 The values of (M - It ) calculated in different models are
\ v p

' compared with experimental data.

able 5 The predicted masses of 1 P states of cc and bb as well as

(Fi, - M'"> and M c r for different combinations cf \ and Q are
1 1 so

given in this table.

able 6 Various theoretical predictions for R along with experimental

data are given here.

different theoretical models are compared with experimental

data.

Table 10 ft comparison of the 2y, 3^, 2g, 3g, and (2g + r) decay rates given

by the experimental data «ith various theoretical predictions

are shown here. All quantities are in KeV.

Table 11 El and Ml transition rates calculated in different theoretical

models are compared with experimental data in this table. All

quantities in KeV.

Table 12. Masses of baryon octet and decuplet in the Isgur and Karl

model C162J.

Table 13. The parameters of the relativistic quark potential model.

Isospin violation is ignored.

Table 14. The ground state baryon masses (ref. 164> are compared with

the predicted values

l ible 7 The predicted masses of 2 P, states of cc and bb as well as

(FT, - ft') and M C F calculated in different models are shown here.
1 1 so

ible 8 The predicted masses of 1 D,, states of nil and bb as well as

(FL,- and l"t°£ are given in this table.

ble 9 The ratios of P(ns ) ' TC1S e e > calculated
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able 1
Table 2

jnfining potential

sf.C5B3
ub

inear potential <">.3 0.8416 O. 1931 2.0167 0.2554 5.3596 0.2832

nwer-law potential O.3 0.835S 0.1923 2.O131 0.2553 5.358 0.2832

armonic potential 0.3 0.8551 0.1947 2.0259 0.2556 5.3684 0.2832

Hyperfine
meson
symbols

n
P

K

K*

^s

4>
D

D*

F

F*

B

B*

B

*:
B

B\

w
%
Y

Frank
et al
L423

135
760

496

898

76O

1030

1B60

2O10

202O

2156

5270

5320

5430

5480

298O

3100

9364

946O

Crater
et al
C1133

274
677

515

B24

972

1818

1949

1959

5209

3013

3123

9488

Deoghuria
Godfrey
et al
[393

150
77O

470

900

1O20

188O

2040

1980

5310

2970

3100

9460

Linear
Potential

290.98
768.43

493.90

891.99

736.09

1034.22

1864.61

2007.20

2048.03

2170.31

5150.45

5203.55

5322.71

537O.96

6511.85

6554.21

2983.00

3097.O0

9542.93

96O3.31

& Chakrabarty C132]

Powei—law
Potential

225.82
768.27

496.95

892.00

732.41

1O31.91

1864.60

2007.20

2044.52

2166.25

5132.2B

5185.47

5300.68

5348.64

6486.34

6528.4B

2983.00

3097.00

9452.72

9522.24

Harmonic
Potential

176.35
768.35

494.04

892.03

749.43

1O41.52

1864.57

2007.21

2055.43

2180.01

5158.45

5212.01

5339.23

5388.94

6531.23

6572.85

2983.00

3097.00

9594.08

9653.94

Experimental
data

139.47
770+3
493.64610.01

892.l±0.3

1019.41±O.01

1864.5±0.6

2OO7.1+1.4

1969.3±1.1
2112.7+2.3

5277.6+1.4

2979.6+1.6

3096.9310.09

9460.3210.22

correc ted r e s u l t s from r e f . [ 1 3 0 ] .
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Table 3 Table
*
I

4

Meson

symbols

P , n

"I

1 D* °! D°

B*~ , B~

B*. Bs' s

i
>

Igi «<

Ono

C13?l

0.59

0.55

0.53

0.54

O.53

0.89

0.71

1.65

Godfrey &

IsQur

C393

0.57

0.59

0.63

0.62

0.64

0.88

0.79

1.13

(in GeV2)

Deoghuria &

Chakrabarty

<linear

potential)

[1323

0.5464

0.5516

0.527B

0.5521

0.5158

0.5498

0.5160

0.5535

0.6931

1.1562

Experimental

data

0.5746+0.0046

0.552110.OOO5

0.546110.005

0.5692+0.0135

0.537910.0201

0.712810.01OB

Meson

symbols

P 7 «

K*~,K~

*, vs
D n D

F*+, F+

B*", B-

B*, B s

V, r>c

Song

Set <1)

[142J

539.6

370.4

29B.2

143.0

139.1

52. S

52.3

59.2

115.2

55. O

Godfreyfr
Isgur

[39]

620

430

160

150

60

60

70

140

6O

M
V

Wanq it.
Lichtenberg

[133]

51O

370

142

140

55

59

71

117

64

- Mp (

Craterfc
Van Ustine

C1133

4O3

309

131

110.0

MeV)

Deoghuria*
Chakrabarty

(linear

potential)

C1323

558.45

397.95

298.14

142.59

122.27

53. 10

48.25

42.36

114.OO

60.39

Experimental

data

630.413.0

394.3+0.3

142.6+2.0

139.4+3.3

52+6

117.3+1.8
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Table 5

bb

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) <HeV> (MeV) (MeV)

Experimental data

3525.4 O ± 1.7 -25.9 9894.3

± 0.8 +1.1 ±1.5

Linear potential : V = O.IB '

0 0.2 3490.90 34.49 -51.73 0.48 9897.56
1 0.08 3492.93 32.46 -50.21 9899.17

2 0.045 3493.09 32.30 -50.09 9898.22

S.4 -7.7

±1.5 ±2.1

5.79 -8.68 0.60

5.45 -8.43

5.42 -8.40

bupta et al : Ref. C463

3518.50 3.0 9900.10 1.14

Godfrey and Isqur : Ref. E393

3520.00 4.44 0.57 9880.OO 7.78

Moxhay and Rosner : Ref. C70]

35O4.OO - 0 . 3 3 0 .42 <?<?O6. OO 0.22

0.66

0.42

Table 6

Model

Experimental

data

McClary and Byers

C98]

Moxhay and Rosner

C7O3

Gupta et al

CB9]

01s5on and Suchyta

[471

Deogharia and

Chakrabarty

(for linear potential)

C132 3

0.48 ± 0.02

0.35

0.42

0.50

0.55

O.48

R =

0.67 ± 0.06 0.69 ± 0.05

O. 45

0.42

0.64

0.78

O.6O

0.48

0.42

0.67

0.79

0.69
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Table 7
Table 8

bb

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)

Linear potential ( V = O.1B r) : Ref. [151]

0 O.2 4018.07 14.04 - 21.O6 0.63 10258.30 2.36 - 3.53 O.69

1 0.08 4018.74 13.22 - 20.44 10258.44 2.22 - 3.43

2 0.045 4018.79 13.15 - 20.39 1O258.45 2.21 - 3.42

GuDta et al : Ref. C463

10259.00

Igi and Ono : Ref. C145]

1.66

10256.5 4.16
i 1.9

Godfrey and Isgur : Ref. C39D

3960.00 3.33 1.00 1O250.0O 3.33

Moxhay and Rosner [703

3504.OO -0.33 O.42 10257.00 1.33

O.66

0.50

0.42

0 0.2

1 0.08

2 0.045

3. 0.03

cc (MeV) bb (MeV)

Linear potential (V = 0.IB r) ; Ref. C151]

11.15 - 16.72 10160.00 1.87 - 2.81

10.49 - 16.23 10160.11 1.76 - 2.72

1O.44 - 16.19 10160.12 1.75 - 2.72

3879.25

3879.78

3879.B2

3879.61 1O. 70 - 16.39 1O160.O8 1.80 - 2.75

Gupta et al : Ref. C46]

10154.OO 1.25
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able 9

(ns — e+e")

CIS • e+e")

.S (3097 MeV)

:S (3686 MeV)

:3 (4040 MeV)

tS (4415 MeV)

.S (9460 tieV)

iS C10023 MeV)

5S (1O355 MeV)

IS (10580 MeV)

5S (1OB65 tieV)

.S (11019 tieV)

Deoghuria and
Chakrabar+y

(Linear

Potential)

E15J]

1

0.706

0. 588

0.492

1

0.89J

0.834

0.799

0.75B

0.737

Gupta
et al

C463

tc

1

0.51

bb

1

0.45

0.34

Song &
Lin

L403

1

0,40

0.24

0.17

1

0.43

0.28

0.28

0.2B

0. 18

Song
t 141]

1

0-40

O.24

0. 18

1

0.44

O.30

0.23

0. 19

0.17

Experimental
data

1

0.4534 ±

0.13S9 ±

0.0996 ±

1

0,4373 ±

0.3284 ±

0.1791 i

0.2313 ±

O.0970 ±

0.

0.

o.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

08

04

04

03

03

03

01

Ol

Table

Decay

r>c +

"b +

v •*

y *

V •*

r%

v •*'.

if -»;

2r

2r

3r

3^

3^

3r

29

2cj

39

30

3 9

3g

2g+

2g +

Jg+

10

Deoghuria and Chakrabarty [151]

Linear
potential

6.85

0.50

O.OO34

0.0022

5.B4xlO~5

2.87xl0~5

24.25xlO3

14.85xlO3

238.38

153.12

116.35

57.16

y 14.46

r 9.29

Y 2.38

r l. J7

Power—law
potential

7.10

0.51

0.0036

0.0023

6.05x10

2.97xlO

31.71xlO3

17.10X103

333.07

213.10

146.34

71.85

18.67

11.61

2.77

1.36

Harmonic
potential

6.94

O. 50

0.0035

0.0022

~ 5 5.90xl0~

~ 5 2.90xl0~

27.96xlO3

16.28xlO3

285.18

183.16

130.93

64.33

16.26

10.44

2.57

1.26

Sang and Lin

C40J

6.54

O.33

0.0024

0.0008

5 2.6xlO~5

? 1.1X1O~
5

6.71xlO3

3.07xl03

69.88

23.67

26.0

10,7

9.8

1.1

Experimental
data

6. IB +

<0.0037

0.0008

(11.5+4.

4 5 +

IB

42.5

6.3

1.3

2.28 -1.7

(C.L.90X)

0)y.l0Z

12

I 4.8

+ 0.4
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Table 11 Table 12

J Deoqhuria and

Chakrabarty

(Linear

Potential)

[151]

Song &

Lin

[40]

Gupta

et al

[46]

Seng

[141]

Experimental

data

2

1

0

El (bb)

14.72

14.89
3.B8

0.80

0.89

0.95

36

32
27

2.6

2.3

1.2

31.64

23.
25.

1

1

0

45
14

.86

.68

.74

Baryons Predicted Mass (MeV) Experimental Mass (MeV)

A

Z

36.4

32.0
26.9

2.65 2.84 ± O.07

2.47 2.88 ± 0.07

1.12 1.85 ± 0.08

940

1110

119O

1325

124O

139O

1530

1675

940

1113

1195

1320

1240

13S5

1535

14.7O

99

98



Table Table 14.

Parameters

(m + M ) (MeV)u d

(MeV)

m
c

m b

b

a
s

(MeV)

(MeV)

(GeV2)

cri t ical

V
D

Capstick & Isgur*

Ref. C1643

Greenberg

ftef. C16]

State, J

220

419

1628

4977

0.15

0.60

200

Same

Same

Same

Same

O. 18

Same

Same

1

1*

2 7

=

Predicted mass

Ref. C164 3

<MeV)

960

1230

1115

1190

1370

1305

1505

1635

Experiment

(MeV)

939

1232

1116

1193

1384

1318

1533

1672

100 101




